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Abstract
Wormhole attacks can destabilize or disable wireless sensor networks. In a typical
wormhole attack, the attacker receives packets at one point in the network, for-
wards them through a wired or wireless link with less latency than the network
links, and relays them to another point in the network. This paper describes a
wormhole detection algorithm for wireless sensor networks, which detects worm-
holes based on the distortions they create in a network. The two characteristics
are to keep tracks of all its neighboring nodes and checks if a node received is
from its neighbor or not. The main advantage of the algorithm is that it can
provide the approximate location of wormholes, which is useful in implementing
countermeasures.
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21.1 Introduction to Wireless Sensor Network
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are developing technology paradigm consisting
of small, low-power devices that consist of limited computation, sensing and ra-
dio communication capabilities. The technology has the ability to provide flexible
infrastructures for numerous applications, industry automation, including health-
care, surveillance and defense. Currently, most WSN applications are designed to
operate in trusted environments. However, security[10] issues are a major concern
when WSNs are deployed in untrusted environments. An attacker may disable a
WSN by interfering with intra-network packet transmission via wormhole attacks,
Sybil attacks, jamming or packet injection attacks.
1.2 Structure of a WSN
The physical process is the application which run on every node of the network .
there is no central node or base station to control the communication every node
communicate to each other by using the wireless channel.
Figure 1.1: structure of WSN
1.3 Threats in Wireless Sensor Network
A wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has many constraints as compared to a con-
ventional computer networks
31.3.1 Nature of Communication
As the mode of communication is open it attract many threat to its transmission
security
1.3.2 Ad-Hoc Deployment
Due to high mobility[11] of the nodes it is not practical to maintain any kind
of topology. Security measures should be well equipped to maintain this kind of
change in the network.
1.3.3 Resource Limitation
Resources like memory, bandwidth, and energy to power the sensor are limited
in the tiny wireless node which can be very much of a problem to any resource
hungry network
1.3.4 High Risk of Physical Attack
As the node is unattended hence prone to physical attack. an adversary can easily
eaves drop the transmission or launch serious attacks.
1.4 Introduction to Wormhole Attack
In a network and attacker connects two points situated at different part of the
network using a direct low latency communication link called as the wormhole
link, it is established by Ethernet link, optical link, long range wireless transmis-
sion. Once the link is established the adversary captures wireless transmission
(transmitting packets) at one end, and transmits through the wormhole link and
retransmit them at the other end.
4Figure 1.2: Wormhole with end x and y
1.5 Why Wormhole Attack is so Vulnerable ?
The vulnerability of wormhole attack is high because it is a passive attack as it
does not require the information about the cryptographic infrastructure of the
network ,hence it puts an attacker in a beneficial or strong position.
Chapter 2
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62.1 Existing Approaches
2.1.1 Approach Packet Leashes
Leash is any information added to a packet designed to restrict the packets maxi-
mum allowed transmission distance.
Geographical leash[3] insures that the recipient of the packet is within a certain
distance from the sender.
Temporal leash ensures that the packet has an upper bound of its lifetime (restricts
the maximum travel distance).
Figure 2.1: Packet Leashes
2.1.2 Assumptions
• Pre-known location of each node
• Synchronized clock for set of sender and receiver.
2.1.3 Detection
Wormhole is detected by detecting the mismatch between the time stamp differ-
ences calculated and location difference absorbed.
2.2 Approach by Hu-Evans with directional an-
tenna
It uses directional antenna because it only transmits in a defined direction not in
360 degree.
7• Hence it is easy to detect any malice in the network if every node is equipped
with a directional antenna.
• Authenticating along a given direction along with localization can be bene-
ficial.
2.3 Approach By Lazos and poovendran- SerLoc
InSeRLoc[9], there are about 400 anchor Nodes deployed in a 5000-node network.
Only anchor nodes are equipped with directional antenna. Other nodes uses this
anchor nodes to locate themselves This method requires[8] these nodes to be man-
ually set up in advance. When attack is done it is detected by directional antenna
. When the anchor node is close to the end of wormhole then it is compromised[18]
.
2.4 Approach called MDS-VOW
It works in a different way, it finds the distortion in the computed maps. It works
only in a centralized scheme[5], hence it needs to have a central computer, to
complete its computation. One of the main disadvantages of this technique is
wormhole cannot be detected in
2.5 WGDD
This algorithm[1] is based on detecting network disorder caused by the existence
of a wormhole .The presence of wormhole in the network increases the range of
transmission of the packet because the packet is transmitted through the worm-
hole link to the farthest part of the network so the receiver assumes the node
at far distance to be as one of its neighbor node, which creates problem during
application of routing algorithm . The algorithm is divided into three parts:
• Probe procedure
• Local map computation procedure.
8• Detection Procedure
2.5.1 Probe procedure
As we know wormhole attack are passive attacks as it absorbs the packet traveling
near to its end. The procedure uses a bootstrap node to flood the network within
the network. Then each node calculates the hop distance from itself to the boot-
strap node
Bootstrap node:It floods the whole network with probe message consisting (i=idx)
.
The bootstrap node has the hop coordinate as hopx =0 and offsetx=0.
General nodes: Let a be a node the it calculate its hop distance. And b be its
neighbor and to reach b it needs hopb distance then hopa= hopb + 1.
2.5.2 Local map Computation Procedure
In this procedure each node calculates a local map from hop coordinates which
are calculated in the probe procedure .After the hop coordinates are created every
node requests its neighbor which are within one/k hop distance to send their
hop coordinate . After the node receives hop coordinates from its neighbor then
it calculates the shortest distance between any pair of node between one/k hop
distance.This step has a computational cost of O([Na]3 n) and a memory cost of
O([Na]2) per node. No communication cost is associated with this step.
2.5.3 Detection Procedure
The detection procedure uses the local map computed in the earlier stage to detect
wormhole in the network.
As the wireless sensor nodes poses very less resources hence it uses local in-
formation as it cannot store the global data . As mentioned due to presence of
wormhole two part of the network gets shortcut and hence a transmitting node
can reach farther then its transmitting range. This detection algorithm uses diam-
eter[1] in the local map computed as a parameter to detect wormhole. It defines
diameter d of anode as-
9d =max(distance(b,c))/2
and distance is calculated , if coordinates of b and c are (x,y)and (x,y) then
the distance will be
D=((x-x)2+(y-y)2 ).
The feature of the algorithm explore the property of the WSN node that it can
only transmit in the range as defined and the input power given. Hence a node
should not transmit beyond that range and if any node is transmitting beyond
that range we may say that there is possibility of presence of worm hole in the
network.
The figure in the next page depicts how the change in the diameter of the
nodes are observed if the end of the wormholes are placed at the network end.
Figure 2.2: variation of diameter due to the presence of wormhole
The above picture depicts the variation of diameter near end of the network . The
highest value of diameter in the computed map is (25m) ,it decreases at the end
of the network but remains above 22mtr.This shows how presence of wormhole in
the network can affect the transmission range and affect the routing algorithm.
The above algorithm can be used to find wormhole in irregular shape network also
Chapter 3
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Detecting wormhole with least resource available should be the main objective
in any wormhole detection algorithm. As the wireless sensor nodes are provided
with less resource and if that small resource is used in detecting attacks in the
network or any network anomaly then the node cannot meet the requirement for
its proper functioning .The detection algorithm should be less resource hungry and
simple so that it will not require more computational power or memory power.
3.1 Issues in the existing algorithm
The existing algorithm are more resource hungry. In WGDD algorithm the local
map computation was rather not so important, its only using the nodes limited
resources. Calculating shortest distance between any two pair of node in the net-
work was also not needed as after all the requirement was the node should not
transmit out of its range ,as the detection algorithm is using the diameter param-
eter computed in the local map computation procedure this diameter can also be
calculated from the power input given to a node, as the range of transmission of
a node is directly proportional to the transmission range and any anomaly found
in the transmission range will give information about presence of wormhole in the
network.
Chapter 4
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The main concept in detecting presence of wormhole in a network is to find
out if node is transmitted out of its transmitting range. That can be found out
if the packet received is not one of its neighbors. This mechanism proposes that
every node will maintain a neighborhood table. A neighborhood table consists of
node ID that comes inside the transmission range of the transmitting node.
Two main important characteristic of the proposed work :
Neighborhood table:
Every node in the network will maintain a neighborhood table which will consists
of node ID of the neighbor nodes .As the network we are implementing is an uni-
form one hence the node will be in set in matrix format hence we can easily get
the neighborhood table.
Detection procedure:
The algorithm detects wormhole in the network when it receives a packet that
doesnt belong to any node in its neighborhood. Any node in the network called
bootstrap node triggers the algorithm and then it sends packet with node in-
formation if there is no wormhole present near its transmission range then the
transmission takes place in normal way and the node receives the packet check
whether it has come from its neighbor if it has it accepts the packet and retrans-
mit a packet with self-address otherwise if it receives from out of neighborhood it
detects a wormhole in the network.
Figure 4.1: Showing Normal packet transmission
The above picture shows how a packet in normal condition transmits from source
to destination, the packet will not travel out of its transmission range. If a packet
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from A is received by C or D directly then there is a possibility of presence of
wormhole in the network.
4.1 Nomenclature used in the algorithm
N: total number of sensor node
A,b : random node
Na : set of node in the neighborhood table of a
Px : packet received from node x
hopa : no. of node to reach node a from bootstrap node.
4.2 Proposed Algorithm
Data: b, P and b ∈ Na, Na is the set of neighbor nodes, p is a packet
Result: A node belongs to neighborhood or not
while rounds ≤ n do
if node has not received any packet then
if p ∈ Na then
pa = px
Retransmitt
else
Detect Wormhole
end
else
Ignore packet px
end
end
Chapter 5
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5.1 Simulation
I have used castalia for simulation, Castalia uses Omnet++ as its base but as
Castalia has been used in a very basic way Omnet++ is not used for the simulation.
The three basic module of Castalia are Sensor manager, Application module and
communication Composite module.
Figure 5.1: Showing Normal packet transmission
The network specification are ,total number of 25 nodes are used in a uniformly
distributed network in a two dimensional 5x5 distribution in a 60x60 meter network
dimension.
The below picture gives information about the run time status of each module
used
Figure 5.2: Showing Normal packet transmission
Simulating the network in Castalia we retrieve the neighborhood table , we create
the neighborhood table from packet received table. It shows which node has
received how many packet that are transmitted from a node,as a node receives
packets from any transmitting node we make that node to be the neighbor node
17
Figure 5.3: Neighborhood Table
of that transmitting table.
The neighbor table gives information about which node are present in any nodes
neighbor table ,if we look at node 0 column then we will find that the packets
transmitted from this node are only received by node 1 and node 5 which receives
85 and 84 packets respectively and no other node receive any packet transmitted
by node 0 .hence node 1 and node 5 are neighbor of node 0.
The table is implemented in C to find out wormhole ,by implementing the
table as a structure consisting the node id and neighborhood matrix. And if the
node receives any packet from out of neighborhood then it detects presence of
wormhole in the network.
5.2 Analysis
The wormhole is implemented in c hence it does not give a clear picture of the
simulation but the implementation of algorithm will be in nodes hence the algo-
rithm if run in any node will detect wormhole because the detection is using packet
information to detect wormhole in the network .
Chapter 6
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6.1 Conclusions
The simulation is carried out taking 25 nodes in two dimensional 5X5 matrix
,and the neighborhood table was found which is implemented in c to detect any
presence of wormhole in the network. The power input to node is taken as -5dbm
and accordingly the neighbor table was found. The algorithm is found to be less
resource hungry as the algorithm is only using a simple search method to find the
transmitting node in its neighbor table .
6.2 Future Works
The implementation of this algorithm with full hardware and software specification
will give a very much real world scenario. The algorithm might not work upto its
potential if we increase the network by adding nodes which may cause change in the
neighborhood table. I also intend to carry out the simulation in a wireless sensor
network with more number of nodes and with change in network dimensions.
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